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Experimental data are presented which demonstrate the existence of

a ®ne structure in extended X-ray absorption spectra due to

interference effects in the initial photon state (�XAFS). Interference

occurs between the incident electromagnetic wave and its coherently

scattered waves from neighboring atoms. Using ®ne platinum and

tungsten powders as well as polycrystalline platinum foil, �XAFS was

measured in high-precision absorption experiments at beamline X1 at

HASYLAB/DESY over a wide energy range. �XAFS is observed

below and above absorption-edge positions in both transmission and

total-electron-yield detection. Based on experimental data it is shown

that �XAFS is sensitive to geometric atomic structure. Fourier-

transformed �XAFS data carry information, comparable with that of

EXAFS, about the short-range-order structure of the sample. Sharp

structures occur in �XAFS when a Bragg backscattering condition of

the incident X-rays is ful®lled. They allow precise measurement of

long-range-order structural information. Measured data are

compared with simulations based on �XAFS theory. Although

�XAFS structures are similarly observed in two detection techniques,

the importance of scattering off the sample for the measurements

needs to be investigated further. Disentangling �XAFS, multi-

electron photoexcitations and atomic XAFS in high-precision

measurements close to absorption edges poses a challenge for future

studies.
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1. Introduction

Near and above absorption edges, the absorption coef®cient exhibits

a ®ne structure (XAFS) induced by the electronic and geometrical

environment of the absorbing atom. It results from the interference

of the excited outgoing photoelectron wave with its backscattered

waves from neighboring atoms. In conventional formalism, the initial-

state photon is assumed to be a plane wave. Extended XAFS

(EXAFS) measures in terms of structural information the radial

distribution of neighboring atoms, coordination numbers and aver-

aged phonon properties on a short-range-order scale. In this paper we

discuss measurements of a new ®ne structure in the X-ray absorption

coef®cient which we call photon interference X-ray absorption ®ne

structure (�XAFS). In �XAFS, the initial-state photon is an inter-

ference ®eld resulting from the incident electromagnetic wave and its

coherently scattered waves from neighboring atoms (see inset of

Fig. 2). �XAFS extends over a wide photon energy range since

photon interference occurs independently of absorption-edge posi-

tion. It is shown that �XAFS carries information about the short-

range-order structure of the sample, comparable with EXAFS data.

Owing to the longer mean free path of a photon compared with the

probing photoelectron in EXAFS, �XAFS is also sensitive to longer-

range order. Sharp peaks/structures appear at an incident wavelength

where Bragg diffraction in the backward direction occurs.

2. Theory

Recently it has been recognized that even far from Bragg diffraction

conditions the photon interference effect produces an observable

oscillation in the extended absorption spectrum (Nishino & Materlik,

1999, 2000). This photon interference effect is, for example, used in

multiple-energy X-ray holography (MEXH) to obtain three-dimen-

sional atomic structure (Gog et al., 1996).

2.1. Sample with preferred orientation

In the work of Nishino & Materlik (1999, 2000), the photoioniza-

tion cross section for a sample with a preferred orientation is calcu-

lated in quantum electrodynamics (QED) including the initial-state

photon interaction and the ®nal-state photoelectron interaction with

neighboring atoms. The photoionization total cross section,

explaining MEXH as well as EXAFS, is given by
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where Ex, kx � kxk̂x, and " are incident photon energy, wavevector,

and polarization vector, respectively. �0�Ex� is the leading order

contribution in QED perturbative expansion and represents the

absorption of the isolated atom. �x and �e are oscillating functions in

energy due to interference of X-rays and photoelectrons, respectively.

The explicit expressions in the single-scattering plane-wave approx-

imation are given by³
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where re is the classical electron radius, ke � kek̂e is the photoelec-

tron wavevector, and ri � ri r̂ is a position vector of the ith neigh-

boring atom measured from the absorbing atom. The sums over i run

over all atoms in the system except the absorbing atom. f x
i is the

atomic form factor of the photon scattering, f e
i the scattering ampli-

tude of the electron scattering from the ith atom. 2ke in the argument

of the electron±atom scattering amplitude f e
i denotes the back-

scattering geometry. The photon interference contribution �x of (2) is

responsible for MEXH (Nishino & Materlik, 1999, 2000; Adams et al.,

1998). The photoelectron interference contribution �e of (3) is the

leading (single-scattering) contribution of EXAFS (Prins &

Koningsberger, 1988, and references therein). Although the photon

interference effect �x has not been considered in present EXAFS

theory, it can contribute considerably. For a perfect crystal near a

Bragg diffraction condition, the single scattering approximation in (2)

is no longer appropriate because of strong multiple scattering.

Dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction becomes necessary.
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2.2. Sample with averaged orientation

If a sample is polycrystalline, amorphous or non-solid, the photo-

ionization total cross section, equation (1), needs to be averaged over

the neighbor orientations r̂i. The neighbor orientation random

average ��e of the photoelectron interference contribution �e is

simply given by (3) by replacing the factor �" � r̂i�2 by 1/3. By using a

similar calculation procedure as for the EXAFS calculations in the

work of Lee (1976), one obtains for the random average of the

photon interference contribution �x the expression (Nishino &

Materlik, 2001)
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Therefore, after angular averaging, only backward scattering contri-

butions remain. ��x oscillates with the phase 2kxri. In (4), higher-order

terms in �kxri�ÿ1 were neglected by assuming that the incident X-ray

wavelength is smaller than the interatomic distances. The X-ray

polarization "-dependent term in (2) results in higher-order terms in

�kxri�ÿ1 after r̂i averaging.

2.3. Comparison of �XAFS and EXAFS

�XAFS ��x of (4) and EXAFS ��e are of equivalent form. It is

important to note that the �XAFS oscillation ��x is periodic in photon

wavenumber kx, and therefore is in incident X-ray energy

�Ex � h- ckx�. The EXAFS oscillation ��e is periodic in photoelectron

wavenumber ke. Relative amplitudes of both effects measured at

identical k values for the same material are ��x= ��e � ref x=f e. For

example, for Pt this ratio is around 1� 10ÿ3 at k ' 12 AÊ ÿ1. This

implies that in the classical EXAFS range up to a few keV above an

absorption edge, EXAFS usually will largely dominate �XAFS

structures in samples with averaged orientation. However, the

wavenumber of the photoelectron increases rapidly with the incident

X-ray energy. Therefore varying scattering amplitude and Debye±

Waller factor [not included in (3)] rapidly damp the EXAFS with

increasing incident energy. Several keV above an absorption edge,

�XAFS effects will dominate EXAFS, because the wavenumber kx of

the X-rays increases much slower with incident X-ray energy. Debye±

Waller damping and variations of the scattering amplitude of �XAFS

are also weaker, implying that �XAFS extends over a wider range of

energy than EXAFS does. Furthermore, below K or L3 absorption

edges, EXAFS can be neglected, which allows one to measure `clean'

�XAFS effects.

The frequency of ��x depends on the distance of an atom from the

absorbing atom. The slowest oscillation is obtained for the nearest-

neighbor distance (e.g. periodicity 2.4 keV for a typical bond length

of 2.6 AÊ ). Many higher frequencies occur because of the large mean

free path of the photon.

Since �x is the three-dimensional holographic signal of MEXH, ��x

is considered as a one-dimensional (angular-averaged) X-ray holo-

gram. Similarly, EXAFS is regarded as an angular integrated one-

dimensional photoelectron hologram.

2.4. �XAFS simulation

For a realistic simulation of the angular-averaged �XAFS of (4), a

Debye±Waller factor exp�ÿ2�2k2
x� and an attenuation factor

exp�ÿ2ri=lx�Ex�� are included. Here, �2 is the mean-square relative

displacement of atoms, and lx�Ex� is the photon mean free path.

Compared with EXAFS, �XAFS has less contributions from phase

shift and multiple scattering, which makes its simulation much

simpler. The cluster for the simulation had a radius of 150 AÊ . For

simplicity, correlated atomic motion was neglected, and for the mean-

square relative displacements �2, twice the value in X-ray diffraction

(Macgillavry & Rieck, 1985) was assumed.

3. Experimental

�XAFS signals were measured (Nishino et al., 2000) at the bending-

magnet beamline X1 at the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor

HASYLAB at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany.

This beamline is optimized for high-precision X-ray absorption

experiments. The X-rays were monochromated by either a Si(111) or

a Si(311) double-crystal monochromator which was detuned to

around 50% and stabilized using a remotely controlled digital

monochromator stabilization. An optical encoder system precisely

measured the monochromator crystal angle with nominal accuracy of

around 10ÿ5 degrees or 0.035 arcsec. This determines the incident

X-ray energy.

High-purity (>99:95%) Pt and W powders of � 1±2 mm particle

size (Goodfellow) were attached to adhesive conductive graphite foil

of thickness 30 mm. This yields samples with random angular grain/

particle orientation. Thickness was varied by stacking up to three of

these covered foils. Additionally, high-purity (>99:95%) 12.5 mm and

25 mm-thick Pt foils were measured. The distribution of grain orien-

tations in these polycrystalline foils is not precisely known due to

possible texture formation during fabrication. The high purities

ensure that signals of the order of 10ÿ3 to 10ÿ4 are not in¯uenced by

impurities.

Measurements were simultaneously performed in transmission and

total electron yield (EY) mode at room temperature in the cell shown

in Fig. 1. The cell, which is high-vacuum tight, was operated in a

dynamical pure-He gas atmosphere (purity 5.0) to achieve a current

ampli®cation of the EY signal by means of gas ionization. Both

sample and collector current were measured using Keithley ampli-

®ers. The beam passed through a 7 mm diameter hole in the collector

ring. The collector was biased to +90 V. The whole setup was attached

to two goniometers and placed on an x±y translation stage which

Figure 1
Experimental setup for simultaneous EY and transmission detection.



allows precise adjustment of the cell with respect to the X-ray beam.

The intensity of incident and transmitted X-rays was measured by

¯ow ionization chambers using Ar, N2, Ar/N2 and Kr gases at

atmospheric pressure.

The beam size at the sample position was set to 3.5 mm in the

horizontal and 1.0 mm in the vertical direction by means of an exit-

slit system in front of the ®rst ionization chamber. Behind this ®rst

chamber, an additional stray slit system allows one to adjust its

acceptance window for scattered X-rays to a size (typically 6 �
1.5 mm) only slightly larger than the beam. This setup was used for

�XAFS measurements below the L3 absorption edges of Pt and W.

Additional transmission �XAFS measurements were performed far

above the Pt L1 edge with larger beam size (10� 1.5 mm) without the

EY cell. The photon ¯ux on the sample in all measurements was

around 1010 sÿ1 in order to achieve suf®ciently good signal-to-noise

ratio.

To measure the slow oscillatory contributions of �XAFS, the

incident energy was varied over a wide energy range above the Pt L1

absorption edge, i.e. from 14.5 keV to 23.5 keV in 3 eV steps. Speci®c

sharp �XAFS structures below the L3 absorption edges were scanned

with a 0.5±1 eV step width over ranges of 200±2000 eV.

From transmission experiments, the linear absorption coef®cient

��Ex� was calculated using the relation �d � ÿ ln��It=I0�=�It;e=I0;e��,
where I0 and It are incident and transmitted intensities, respectively, d

is the sample thickness, and the subscripts `e' denote measurements

without the Pt sample to subtract all contributions other than that

from the sample. The ®ne structure in the EY data was assumed to be

the same as the one in the absorption coef®cient. The isolated-atom

contribution �0 in (1) was modelled by a Victoreen function

c0 � c1Eÿ3
x � c2Eÿ4

x (c0, c1, c2: ®tting parameters) which was ®tted to

the data. For the data taken below the L3 edges, ®tting was performed

over the full energy range shown in the ®gures (0.5±1.8 keV). The

wide energy range above the L1 edge was ®tted over several regions

of 2 keV. It was ensured that the normalized signal � � �� ÿ �0�=�0

connects smoothly between subsequent ®tting ranges. Using a test

signal, this ®tting procedure was shown to be appropriate although

the lowest frequency mode of the test signal is partly lost.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the normalized absorption coef®cient � � �� ÿ �0�=�0 of

a Pt foil above the L1 edge measured in transmission. Note the scales

of the vertical and horizontal axes. In a plot of the unnormalized data

� (or �d) these small structures are not visible. The high-frequency Pt

L1 EXAFS signal in Fig. 2 fades out as the incident energy increases,

and the ®ne structure of �XAFS becomes dominant in the energy

region of around 16 keV and above (Nishino et al., 2000). The lower

part of the ®gure shows the detailed structure of �XAFS in the

energy region from 16 keV to 23 keV. The measured signal is in good

agreement with the simulation according to (4) including Debye±

Waller and attenuation factors. Although the nearest-neighbor

contribution to �XAFS is of low frequency, the �XAFS signal in Fig.

2 contains sharp negative peaks because of large contributions from

far coordination shells. This will be investigated further in detail

below.

Fig. 3 shows the Fourier transform magnitude of kx ��x of Fig. 2 with

respect to 2kx. According to (4), peaks corresponding to radial

coordinates of neighbor atoms are expected. This is analogous to the

case of EXAFS where a Fourier transform of ��e (or �e) with respect

to 2ke shows atomic peaks. The peak positions of the experimental

data in Fig. 3 agree well with those from the simulation up to a radial

distance of 15 AÊ . Fig. 3 demonstrates that �XAFS provides direct

short-range-order structural information. In this ®rst experiment an

accuracy of better than 0.1 AÊ in determining interatomic distances is

achieved. The accuracy of �XAFS with respect to the determination

of atomic short-range order is comparable with that of an EXAFS

measurement of corresponding k range.

Besides the slow oscillary components of the �XAFS signal leading

to the low-r information in the Fourier transform of Fig. 3, the sharp
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Figure 2
Fine structure of the linear absorption coef®cient of a Pt foil. The high-
frequency oscillation dominating at energies lower than around 16 keV is the
Pt L1 EXAFS contribution. Above 16 keV, the lower-frequency oscillation
and the sharper structures are due to �XAFS (Nishino et al., 2000).

Figure 3
Fourier transform of �XAFS of a Pt foil. The Fourier transformation was
performed for the signal kx ��x with respect to 2kx in the kx-range of 8.1 to
11.15 AÊ ÿ1 (energy range 16 to 22 keV). Vertical lines indicate the positions of
Pt coordination shells. Their height corresponds to their (weighted)
coordination numbers (Nishino et al., 2000).
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�XAFS structures are of particular interest. It is noted that the

positions of the characteristic sharp structure in �XAFS coincide

with the ful®llment of the �=2 Bragg condition (Nishino & Materlik,

2001). This is more clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4, showing the ®ne

structure of the absorption coef®cient of a Pt powder sample

measured in transmission more than 1 keV below the L3 edge.

Instead of the smooth atomic behavior, sharp structures occur. They

are reproducably observed for different sample preparations,

monochromator crystals and detunings.

The energies of these structures do not coincide with any

absorption-edge positions. Impurities as their origin therefore can be

ruled out. The thin curves in Fig. 4 are �XAFS simulations; vertical

lines indicate the energies of Bragg diffraction in backward direction

of the incident beam for the lattice planes of given indices. Every set

of lattice planes in the f.c.c. crystallites of the Pt powder induces a

speci®c structure in both experiment and theory. Their shape appears

to be different in data and simulation. Data show a characteristic,

rather step-like, behavior whereas theory yields negative, almost

symmetric, peaks. It should be noted that data background subtrac-

tion on this level is non-trivial. The least-square ®t routine used in the

analysis for the determination of the isolated-atom contribution

allows larger deviations of the ®t at the lower and upper end of the

data range. These cutting or edge effects induce the observed larger

mismatching with theory at the scan beginning and end.

In a standard transmission experiment, not only true absorption by

photoionization is measured, but also scattering off the sample. Since

the energy positions of the structures (vertical lines) correspond to

the ful®llment of �=2 backscattering of lattice planes, increasing the

incident X-ray energy across these positions in a powder sample

always opens up a new Debye±Scherrer cone of scattered X-rays.

Even when the scattered X-rays are not entering any detector (cf.

discussion of Fig. 7b), the transmitted intensity is reduced. A step-like

increase of the measured linear absorption coef®cient is therefore

expected at these positions, similar to the experimental observation

of Fig. 4.

To investigate the importance of scattering, Fig. 5 compares shape

and size of selected �XAFS structures as measured in EY and

transmission detection. Also, measurements on a W powder sample

with different structure (b.c.c.) are shown. Again, every set of lattice

planes induces a speci®c structure. The absolute units of the vertical

scales after normalization allow a quantitative comparison. Both size

and shape of the structures are quite similar in all detection modes,

and the EY sample and collector current are almost identical. The

observed similarity between EY and transmission is noteworthy.

Scattered photons are not believed to contribute to the EY signal

because no core-hole, photoelectron or secondary electrons are

created in the sample. EY is thought to constitute a good measure of

the true absorption (photoionization). Close inspection of Fig. 5 may

indicate a better agreement of EY data and simulation than of

transmission data, but this impression may also be caused by different

background shapes. Although the Pt structure at 9350 eV is slightly

larger in transmission than in EY (see upper-right of Fig. 5), there is

no such general trend (see W data). Positions of minima in theory are

shifted to higher energies with respect to experiment. They lie within

the step-like increase in the data. A change of lattice constant by 10ÿ3

or 0.003 AÊ would shift the simulation by 10 eV. This implies that

�XAFS structures provide accurate long-range-order structural

information.

Several other technical checks were performed to ensure that the

small structures are not in¯uenced by the particular experimental

setup. Firstly, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the �XAFS amplitude

measured in transmission is independent of sample thickness. The

same is expected and observed for EY. Secondly, Fig. 7 shows

measurements of the structures with different monochromator

resolution and stray slit size (upper and middle part). As discussed

above, a new scattering contribution of X-rays will always induce a

positive step in transmission data. However, when a new Debye±

Scherrer cone opens up around the backscattering direction, back-

scattered X-rays might additionally re-enter the ®rst ionization

chamber. This would increase its signal, thereby inducing a further

positive step in the transmission data. EY would show a negative

Figure 5
Comparison of simultaneous transmission and EY �XAFS measurements on
Pt and W powder samples.

Figure 4
Fine structure of the linear absorption coef®cient (�XAFS) of a Pt metal
powder sample below the L3 edge.



jump instead. In Fig. 7(b), the stray slit size determining the accep-

tance window of the ®rst ionization chamber in backscattering

direction to the incident beam was largely varied. No effect on the

data is seen.

5. Conclusion and outlook

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that far above an absorption

edge, low-frequency oscillations (in comparison with EXAFS

frequencies) exist in a standard transmission absorption experiment.

They carry direct short-range order information about the atomic

structure. Good agreement with a simulation based on �XAFS

theory suggests photon interference effects inside the sample as an

origin for these oscillations. Because of the much larger mean free

path of the X-rays with respect to the probing photoelectron in

EXAFS, many higher-frequency components are expected. As the

simulation shows, the sharp negative structures visible in Fig. 2 can be

explained as a superposition of coherent X-ray scattering contribu-

tions from the atomic arrangement inside the Pt f.c.c. crystallites.

Although these data are taken far above the L1 absorption edge

where other ®ne structure like EXAFS is negligible, it is convincing

that corresponding speci®c sharp structures also exist below the

lowest L absorption edge (Figs. 4 and 5). Their shape and size are

quite similar in different detection techniques, and they carry long-

range-order information.

It is emphasized that, although experimentally observed only

recently (Nishino et al., 2000), �XAFS is a general phenomenon

providing a new method for determination of atomic structure on

short- and longe-range-order scale. Sharp �XAFS structures are

anticipated in every crystalline powder sample. From high-accuracy

X-ray absorption spectra measured at third-generation synchrotron

facilities they may routinely be extracted to yield additional infor-

mation. However, close to and above absorption edges, �XAFS is a

further phenomenon yielding to a ®ne-structure in the absorption

coef®cient. Disentangling �XAFS, multielectron photoexcitations

and atomic XAFS is a challenge.

The importance of scattering to the observed �XAFS structures is

still an open question. The shown �XAFS simulations represent the

true absorption because they are based on the calculation of the

photoionization cross section. Since true absorption and scattering

are intimately linked through Kramers±Kroning transforms, their

distinction on the required level here is not easily accessible by

experiment. This coupling is in fact used in techniques like X-ray

standing wave or diffraction anomalous ®ne structure measurements.

The differences in Figs. 4±7 between experimental data and theory

could be explained by scattering contributions off the sample which

are not included in the calculation. Step-like scattering contributions

are well expected in transmission and would lead to the observed

shape in the data. The observed similarity between EY and trans-

mission data, however, then poses the question to which degree EY

can be affected by scattering. Possible effects due to extinction should

be investigated.

On the other hand, the differences between theory and experiment

could be due to imperfections of the theoretical modelling. For

example, close to Bragg re¯ection conditions, where scattering in

speci®c directions is very strong, treatment of multiple-scattering

becomes important. In general, theoretical modelling including

absorption and scattering processes in view of the speci®c aspects of

each experimental detection technique would be desirable. Further

theoretical as well as experimental work is needed to clarify the open

questions.
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Figure 7
Independence of �XAFS structures on energy resolution and stray slit size for
a Pt powder sample.

Figure 6
�XAFS transmission data as a function of sample thickness for Pt powder
samples.


